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i guess you can call this a submission on Healthy Rivers Plan

keep it simple
instead of blaming large scale farming etc (as blameing does not fix
anything).
1. make it law that all farmers must fence off waterways on their farms
with space between fence and water in areas where public use said
waterway to still allow use and to allow space for item 2 listed below.
this space would need to range from 5 meters to 20 meters depending on
location.
2. encourage and assist in the planting of suitable plants along
waterways including trees is a staggered manner so wetland plants are
closest to water working back to shrubs then trees (most or all native).
this planting would be inside above mentioned fence with a 1 to 2 meter
gap between fence and nearest tree to keep stoke away from plantings.
3. disallow dumping (and monitor) of farm waste into any waterways.

The above would need to include feeder creeks and streams but could be
reduced in size as needed.
Smaller waterways would need to be assessed for their Eco-importance for
species like eel and other fish and water creatures as some are used as
pathways.

The above system would give plants the chance to 'clean' run off (at
least to a higher degree than not having them there) before it gets to
the waterways, there for less waste and fertilizers in the water. Crop
dusting should have to be done by land based means except for locations
without large (wider than 0.5 meters in width) waterways, high country
that is a major feeder to waterways should be heavily limited.

--
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
|- Regards/Noho ora mai, -- Lance
|- Ko te putake o te Maoritanga, Ko te Reo Maori, He taonga tuku iho na
te Atua
|- Ph: 027-4871616 (New Zealand) hippy@xtra.co.nz
===---===---===---===---===---===---===---===---===---===---===---===---===---===
My blogs and stuff:-- Flickr: http://www.flickr.com/photos/hippynz/
----------------------- Tumblr Blog http://hippynzspeaks.tumblr.com/
----------------------- Instagram http://www.instagram.com/hippynz/
----------------------- YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/user/hippynz
----------------------- Google Plus:
http://plus.google.com/117265014253821757117/posts
===---===---===---===---===---===---===---===---===---===---===---===---=

KIA TUUPATO: Teenei panui iimeera me koonae rorohiko he panui matatapu pea.
CAUTION: This e-mail and any attachment(s) contains information that is
intended
to be read only by the named recipient(s). It may contain information
that is
confidential, proprietary or the subject of legal privilege.
No animals were harmed in the transmission of this email. Those of you
with an
overwhelming fear of the unknown will be gratified to learn that there is no
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